
 During the sessions I had with near-death survivors, rarely
was I able to isolate what would show me that a singular path of
energy was responsible for either the experience or its impact.
Certainly, indicators of Kundalini/Ku or Christos directional
currents were present, but they seemed more auxiliary than 
casual.  What caught my eye were indications of both power flows
converging together and causing what I would call an implosion.
In a way, the condition reminded me of lightning.  Compare now
what happens with lightning and what I suspect may be happening
in major transformational events such as near-death states:

          "LIGHTFLASH"
    A COMPARISON BETWEEN LIGHTNING AND ENLIGHTENMENT 

 In the evolution of the natural world, to equalize
  pressure differences between clouds in a thunder-
  storm and polarity of soil in the ground, descend-
  ing bolts of electricity (from the clouds) and
  ascending bolts of electricity (from the earth)
  meet to create a huge lightflash (external explo-
  sion/lightning), which stabilizes environmental
  integrity while stimulating plant growth through
  the creation of nitrogen compounds.

 In the evolution of human consciousness, to equalize
  pressure differences between latent spiritual 
  potentiality and mundane personality development,
  descending currents of force (possibly from the 
  soul level, Higher Self, God) and ascending cur-
  rents of force (perhaps from time/space ego states,
  lower self, personality level) meet to create a
  powerful lightflash (internal implosion/illumina-
  tion), which stablilizes and balances individual
  bodymind integrity while stimulating human growth
  through the expansion and enhancement of conscious-
  ness.
 ______________________________________________________

 Think about what is implied here.  Whether external or in-
ternal, explosion or implosion, a lightflash seems to occur 
whenever opposing forces of energy current converge to release 
pressure or radiation.  Enlightenment by its very definition
means an experience of light whereby knowledge and information
are imparted for growth and expansion of human consciousness.

 What if enlightenment is a lightflash?


